
Bluetooth Conference speaker
OfficeCore M2
248475

199,99 €

eMeet M2 Bluetooth is a perfect speakerphone for
smaller meetings of up to 8 people. Notable features
include 360° voice recognition, noise reduction, vast
compatability with popular meeting software as well as
intuitive control buttons.

360° voice pick-up & smart AI microphne array
Forbes has acclaimed that eMeet speakerphone: “well-built and delivers good call quality”. eMeet's conference
speakerphone operates perfectly both for meeting room which accommodates up to 8 people and for you to use it at
your home office without holding your mobile phone too long or get too close to your computer. And for the times when
you don't have access to a separate quiet office, it can also block the surrounding sound.

VoiceIA patent guarantees immersive sound
Unlike other speakersphones, eMeet's USB speakerphones have their own patented noise reduction tech. The eMeet
conference speaker is able to provide crystal clear HD audio due to applying with the VoiceIA Algorithm. The acoustic
echo canceller completely eliminates the echo and the noise isolating mics guarantee a superior experience even in
noisy outdoor areas. No matter in a meeting room or your home office, just make your call and enjoy life-like
communication.

Unique design especially for meetings
eMeet is a company specializing in the research and development of office products, with strictly screening and
optimize their design by choosing aircraft-grade aluminum material and cool interactive lights, as well as the upscale
touch panel, make the product full of high-tech and business feeling. The compact and portable design make it easy to
put the eMeet M2 wireless conference speakerphone into your pocket or briefcase.

Multiple connections & high compatibility
No driver needed, just plug and play: The eMeet M2 Bluetooth speakerphone saves you time to debug devices. Easily
connect to your mobile phone, tablet, PC by using the Bluetooth/ USB or AUX in/out wire. Not just in hardware, but
also in terms of software compatibility, it has been tested and optimized for mainstream softphones like Zoom, Skype
and etc. Operating systems like Windows 7, 8 and 10 as well

SRP 199,99 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour

M2, OFFICECORE M220Style
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as Mac OS also well adapted.

One button mute design
When you press the mute button in the middle of the operation panel, the eMeet M2 speakerphone will turn on a red
ring light. At this time, the other side of the call can't hear you anymore. Whether you need to discuss privacy issues or
just keep yourself in a state of silence just click the button. Also, an one-button answer/end call function is designed to
facilitate your use, which can also apply to digital assistants like Cortana, Siri.. Just wake them up with one touch.

What's in the box

    •  OfficeCore M2 Conference Speaker
    •  USB-C Cable
    •  AUX Cable
    •  USB Adapter
    •  Manual

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0735632209124

Manufacturer number: EMM200BLKDE

Product height: 3.2 centimeter

Product length: 12.3 centimeter

Product width: 12.3 centimeter

Product weight: 0.28 kilograms
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